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In the dying days of the eighth century, the Vikings erupted onto
the international stage with brutal raids and slaughter. The
medieval Norsemen may be best remembered as monk murderers
and village pillagers, but this is far from the whole story.
Throughout the Middle Ages, long-ships transported hairy northern
voyagers far and wide, where they not only raided but also traded,
explored and settled new lands, encountered unfamiliar races, and
embarked on pilgrimages and crusades. The Norsemen travelled to
all corners of the medieval world and beyond; north to the
wastelands of arctic Scandinavia, south to the politically turbulent
heartlands of medieval Christendom, west across the wild seas to
Greenland and the fringes of the North American continent, and
east down the Russian waterways trading silver, skins, and slaves.
Beyond the Northlands explores this world through the stories that
the Vikings told about themselves in their sagas. But the depiction
of the Viking world in the Old Norse-Icelandic sagas goes far beyond
historical facts. What emerges from these tales is a mixture of
realism and fantasy, quasi-historical adventures, and exotic wonderPage 1/20
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tales that rocket far beyond the horizon of reality. On the crackling
brown pages of saga manuscripts, trolls, dragons, and outlandish
tribes jostle for position with explorers, traders, and kings. To
explore the sagas and the world that produced them, Eleanor
Rosamund Barraclough now takes her own trip through the
dramatic landscapes that they describe. Along the way, she
illuminates the rich but often confusing saga accounts with a range
of other evidence: archaeological finds, rune-stones, medieval
world maps, encyclopaedic manuscripts, and texts from as far away
as Byzantium and Baghdad. As her journey across the Old Norse
world shows, by situating the sagas against the revealing
background of this other evidence, we can begin at least to
understand just how the world was experienced, remembered, and
imagined by this unique culture from the outermost edge of Europe
so many centuries ago.
Ylva, a young Viking girl, is swept by a storm to England where she
is orphaned. Determined to avenge her mother's death, she tracks
the killer north. But when a stranger steps in, Ylva has to choose
between vengeance and trust.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle
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history’s mightiest warriors. The ninth book in an action-packed,
time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
DISCOVER SOMETHING NEW WITH THIS LIMITED-TIME DISCOUNT ON
BOOK ONE OF THE SERIES. The first in the Oathsworn series,
charting the adventures of a band of Vikings on the chase for the
secret hoard of Attila the Hun.
How Societies Choose to Fail or Survive
The Whale Road (The Oathsworn Series, Book 1)
Gladiator Clash (Time Hunters, Book 1)
Beyond the Northlands
The Gladiator
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest
warriors. The tenth book in an action-packed, time-travelling series – perfect for fans
of Beast Quest.
WINNER OF THE COSTA FIRST NOVEL AWARD 2021 'A tender and touching love story,
beautifully told' Observer 10 Best Debut Novelists of 2021 'Hands-down the best
debut I've read in years' The Times 'A beautiful and powerful novel about the true
and sometimes painful depths of love' Candice Carty-Williams, bestselling author of
QUEENIE 'An unforgettable debut... it's Sally Rooney meets Michaela Coel meets Teju
Cole' New York Times 'A love song to Black art and thought' Yaa Gyasi, bestselling
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author of HOMEGOING and TRANSCENDENT KINGDOM Two young people meet at a
pub in South East London. Both are Black British, both won scholarships to private
schools where they struggled to belong, both are now artists - he a photographer,
she a dancer - trying to make their mark in a city that by turns celebrates and rejects
them. Tentatively, tenderly, they fall in love. But two people who seem destined to
be together can still be torn apart by fear and violence. At once an achingly beautiful
love story and a potent insight into race and masculinity, Open Water asks what it
means to be a person in a world that sees you only as a Black body, to be vulnerable
when you are only respected for strength, to find safety in love, only to lose it. With
gorgeous, soulful intensity, Caleb Azumah Nelson has written the most essential
British debut of recent years. 'An amazing debut novel. You should read this book.
Let's hear it for Caleb Azumah Nelson, also known as the future' Benjamin Zephaniah
'A short, poetic and intellectual meditation on art and a relationship between a young
couple' Bernardine Evaristo, author of GIRL, WOMAN, OTHER 'A very touching and
heartfelt book' Diana Evans, award-winning author of ORDINARY PEOPLE 'A lyrical
modern love story, brilliant on music and art, race and London life, I enjoyed it
hugely' David Nicholls, author of ONE DAY and SWEET SORROW 'Caleb is a star in the
making' Nikesh Shukla, editor of THE GOOD IMMIGRANT and BROWN BABY 'A
stunning piece of art' Bolu Babalola, bestselling author of LOVE IN COLOUR 'For those
that are missing the tentative depiction of love in Normal People, Caleb Azumah
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Nelson's Open Water is set to become one of 2021's unmissable books. Utterly
transporting, it'll leave you weeping and in awe.' Stylist 'An exhilarating new voice in
British fiction' Vogue 'A poetic novel about Black identity and first love in the capital
from one of Britain's most exciting young voices' Harper's Bazaar 'An intense,
elegant debut' Guardian WINNER OF BAD FORM BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD
SHORTLISTED FOR WATERSTONES BOOK OF THE YEAR LONGLISTED FOR THE
DESMOND ELLIOTT PRIZE AND THE GORDON BURN PRIZE 2021 A NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD '5 UNDER 35' HONOREE
The fates of Ragnvald and his sister Svanhild unfold to their stunning conclusion in
this riveting final volume in The Golden Wolf Saga, a trilogy that conjures the ancient
world with the gripping detail, thrilling action, and vivid historical elements of Game
of Thrones and Outlander. Ragnvald has long held to his vision of King Harald as a
golden wolf who will bring peace to Norway as its conqueror - even though he knows
that Harald's success will eventually mean his own doom. He is grateful to have his
beloved sister, the fierce and independent Svanhild, once more at his side to help
keep their kingdom secure. Free from the evil husband who used her, she is now one
of Harald's many wives. While Svanhold is happy to be reunited with her beloved
brother, and enjoys more freedom than ever before, she is restless and lonely. When
an old enemy of Ragnvald's kidnaps his niece, Freydis, his sister follows the daughter
she has neglected to Iceland, where an old love awaits. This strange new land offers
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a life far different from what each has left behind, as well as unexpected challenges
and choices. Ragnvald, too, must contend with change. His sons - the gifted Einar,
the princely Ivar, and the adventurous Rolli - are no longer children. Harald's heirs
have also grown up. Stepping back from his duties as king, he watches as his sons
pursue their own ambitions. But Norway may no longer be large enough for so many
would-be kings. Now in their twilight years, these venerable men whose lives have
been shaped by war must face another battle. A growing rebellion pits Ragnvald and
his sons against enemies old and new, and a looming tragedy threatens to divide
them all. Across the sea, Svanhild, too, wrestles with a painful decision, risking the
dissolution of her fragile new family as she desperately tries to save it. Yet as old
heroes fall, new heroes arise. For years, Ragnvald and Svanhild pursued the destinies
bestowed by their ancient gods. Though the journey has cost them much, their
sacrifices and dreams will be honoured by the generations that follow, beginning with
Freydis and Einar. Emerging from their parents' long shadows, they have begun to
pursue their own glorious fates. This compelling conclusion to the Golden Wolf trilogy
recreates Viking-age Scandinavia in all its danger, passion, power, and glory - a world
of brutality and myth, loyalty and betrayal, where shifting alliances and vengeance
can build kingdoms . . . and can tear them down.
852 A.D. For centuries, the Vikings have swept out of the Norse countries and fallen
on England, Ireland, whatever lands they could reach aboard their longships, and few
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could resist the power of their violent onslaught. They came at first to plunder, and
then to settle, an encroachment fiercely resisted where ever they went. Such was the
case in the southern lands of Ireland. En route to the Viking longphort there, known
as Dubh-Linn, Thorgrim Night Wolf and Ornolf the Restless stumble across an Irish
ship that carries aboard it a single item - a crown. The Vikings eagerly snatch the
prize, unaware of its significance to the people of Ireland and the power granted to
the king who wears it. Soon the Norsemen are plunged into the violence and intrigue
of Medieval Ireland, where local kings fight with each other and with the invaders
from the north for rule of the island nation. With enemies at every hand, and loyalties
as fickle as the weather, Thorgrim must lead his men, the white invaders, the Fin
Gall, in the fight of their lives, with both Irish and Dane eager to see them dead.
Edin's Embrace
City of Assassins
A Nun for the Viking Warrior
Nightrunners of Bengal
Fin Gall
"Becky Mellor is a typical thirteen-year old girl. She likes Facebook,
gossiping and plenty of sleep. When she and her brother, Joe, are
invited to stay with their 'loony' Uncle Percy at his stately home,
Bowen Hall, she thinks it'll be the worst summer ever. Her mind soon
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changes when she sees Uncle Percy and his mysterious groundsman, Will
Shakelock, performing a tooth extraction on Milly, a Sabre-tooth
tiger...So begins a thrilling time travelling adventure that leads
Becky, Joe, Uncle Percy and Will to Victorian England, Ancient Greece
and Jurassic London in the search for the legendary Golden
Fleece"--Page [4] of cover.
IN THE VIKING REALM BRAVERY IS MET WITH BATTLENora and Frederick
travel five-hundred years back in time to Arres, a world before the
Vikings undertaking a perilous journey through the heart of the City
of Assassins to claim the assassin weapons. But dark forces and deadly
creatures work against them and together they must outsmart their
enemies and return to the Triangle. Defying orders from the Empire and
the Republic upon their return Nora and Frederick become fugitives.
Soon Viking raiders from both dynasties hunt the two outlaws as they
flee across the Forbidden Areas seeking alliances from other races.
But the ferocious Lord Nourusa leader of the Republic, Emperor Magnus
and most heartbreakingly of all Helena - Nora's best friend and
Orkeney ally to their enemies work against them. With the map that
leads to the nine worlds tattooed on her back Nora poses a great
threat to her enemies as the decision she is about to make will change
the world of the Vikings forever.
Book 3 in The Norsewomen Series. King Solvi is dead at the hands of
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the Irish king. To gain her inheritance, Ragnhild must sail to Ireland
with her brother to seek vengeance. But from the outset, the venture
is beset by betrayal and bloodshed.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle
history’s mightiest warriors. The eleventh book in an action-packed,
time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
A Novel of Viking Age Ireland
Grey Raider, The
She Wolf
Greek Warriors (Time Hunters, Book 4)
The Strongbow Saga, Book One: Viking Warrior
Book description to come.
Forced to wed the warriorFalling for the man… Noblewoman Amée Évreux
had pledged her life to God, until her father promised her in
marriage to thundering Norseman Jorund Jötunnson. After escaping her
overbearing father, Amée vows never to fall under another man’s
thumb, but her resistance to being Jorund’s wife turns to desire as
she gets to know her intriguing new husband. For beneath his fierce
exterior she’s glimpsed an unexpectedly pure heart. If only she can
penetrate the fortress that surrounds it… From Harlequin Historical:
Your romantic escape to the past.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle
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history’s mightiest warriors. The fourth book in a new timetravelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
The crash of a wooden club and the howl of a Norse cur forever
shattered Edin's dreams of marrying her childhood love. When the
young beauty found herself in the hands of her betrothed's killer,
Edin vowed one day she would get even. But in time she longed for
this ruthless raider from the North to show her his uncivilized kind
of love.
Brotherband Chronicles, Book 3
Open Water
The Raider Bride
Odin's Wolves (Raven: Book 3)
Viking Voyages and the Old Norse Sagas
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest warriors. The
second book in a new time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest warriors. The
eighth book in an action-packed, time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
From the author of Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared Diamond's Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail
or Survive is a visionary study of the mysterious downfall of past civilizations. Now in a revised
edition with a new afterword, Jared Diamond's Collapse uncovers the secret behind why some
societies flourish, while others founder - and what this means for our future. What happened to the
people who made the forlorn long-abandoned statues of Easter Island? What happened to the
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architects of the crumbling Maya pyramids? Will we go the same way, our skyscrapers one day
standing derelict and overgrown like the temples at Angkor Wat? Bringing together new evidence
from a startling range of sources and piecing together the myriad influences, from climate to culture,
that make societies self-destruct, Jared Diamond's Collapse also shows how - unlike our ancestors we can benefit from our knowledge of the past and learn to be survivors. 'A grand sweep from a
master storyteller of the human race' - Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb, terrifying' - Observer 'Gripping
... the book fulfils its huge ambition, and Diamond is the only man who could have written it' Economis 'This book shines like all Diamond's work' - Sunday Times
When young Inuit hunter Kannujaq comes upon a camp of the rarely seen Tuniit people as it comes
under attack by brutal, pale men, he must find out why these strangers keep returning to the Tuniit
every spring in their boat shaped like a loon.
Clashes in the Old Arctic
Outback Outlaw (Time Hunters, Book 9)
The Cambridge World History
The Vikings
The Shadow Arts

First published in 1951, The Nightrunners of Bengal is one of
John Masters' series of seven novels which followed several
generations of the Savage family serving in the British Army in
India. Nightrunners of Bengal focuses on the Indian Rebellion of
1857. The central character, Captain Rodney Savage, is an
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officer in a Bengal Native Infantry regiment, based in the
fictional city of Bhowani. When rebellion breaks out, the
British community in Bengal is shattered. Savage's empathy for
the Indians is shaken, as the British try to discover who is
loyal to them and who is not. This was the first novel that
Masters wrote in the series, though not the first novel
chronologically, and alongside Bhowani Junction is one of his
best-known works. One of the great novels of India, Nightrunners
of Bengal combines John Master's mastery of story-telling with
an intuitive sense of history. As Captain Rodney Savage of the
13th Rifles celebrates the start of 1857 in the isolated town of
Bhowani there is unrest stirring in the neighbouring state of
Kishanpur. Captain Savage is ordered to Kishanpur to protect the
state's ruler and her young son. As the tension develops into
violence and the British struggle to identify who is loyal to
them the full horror of the Indian Mutiny emerges. One of the
great novels of India, Nightrunners of Bengal combines John
Master's mastery of story-telling with an intuitive sense of
history.
Comprehensive account of the intense biological, commercial, and
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cultural exchanges, and the creation of global connections,
between 1400 and 1800.
"On his third journey, Tom sets sail in the freezing cold on a
Viking longboat. Will he succeed in his treasure hunt before the
terrifying Vikings begin their new raid?"--Page 4 of cover.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle
history’s mightiest warriors. The seventh book in an actionpacked, time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast
Quest.
Viking Dead
Stone Age Rampage (Time Hunters, Book 10)
Aztec Attack (Time Hunters, Book 12)
Collapse
Samurai Assassin (Time Hunters, Book 8)
Northern Europe, 976 AD. Bjólf and the viking crew of the ship Hrafn flee up an unknown river after a
bitter battle, only to find themselves in a bleak land of pestilence. The dead don’t lie down, but become
draugr – the undead – returning to feed on the flesh of their kin. Terrible stories are told of a dark
castle in a hidden fjord, and of black ships that come raiding with invincible draugr berserkers. And no
sooner has Bjólf resolved to leave, than the black ships appear... Now stranded, his men cursed by the
contagion of walking death, Bjólf has one choice: fight his way through a forest teeming with zombies,
invade the castle and find the secret of the horrific condition – or submit to an eternity of shambling,
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soulless undeath!
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest warriors. The
twelfth book in an action-packed, time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
From the author of the global phenomenon and New York Times bestselling Ranger's Apprentice! Hal
and his brotherband crew are hot on the trail of the pirate Zavac and they have one thing only on their
minds: Stopping the bloodthirsty thief before he can do more damage. Of course, they also know Zavac
has the Andomal, the priceless Skandian artifact stolen when the brotherband let down their guard. The
chase leads down mighty rivers, terrifying rapids, to the lawless fortress of Ragusa. If Hal is to succeed,
he will need to go beyond his brotherband training. He will need to challenge the pirate one-on-one,
knowing only one of them will survive. The epic series from Ranger's Apprentice author John Flanagan
continues, delivering pulse-pounding adventure and fun. Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of
the Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword in the Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series, and George
R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones/ A Song of Ice and Fire series.
From international bestseller John Flanagan comes an explosive cat-and-mouse chase and high-stakes
adventure across the high seas, set against the backdrop of the American Civil War. It is October 1863,
and the American Civil War is in full swing. The Union has a preponderance of men, munitions and
manufacturing and the pendulum is swinging its way. But the Confederates have a powerful bargaining
point in any peace negotiations: the CSS Manassas, commanded by the audacious Captain Pelle. The
Manassas is a commerce raider, searching the seas far and wide for the Union's merchant fleet. And
when it finds the enemy, it sends the ships and their million-dollar cargoes straight to the ocean floor. As
the ships go down, insurance rates go sky high, and Abraham Lincoln is under extreme pressure to stop
the Manassas dead. But with the Union Navy stretched to breaking point blockading the South's ports,
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only one ship can be spared to seek out the Confederate raider. Enter Captain Samuel Stacy and the
USS Oswego. Stacy is tenacious and bull-headed and, perhaps more importantly, has a long-standing
feud with Pelle. There is nothing he wants more than to send the 'grey raider' to a watery grave. After
all, the outcome of the war may depend on it a
The Time Hunters
Cowboy Showdown (Time Hunters, Book 7)
Cursed
Her Viking Warrior
Winner of the Costa First Novel Award 2021
The popular image of the Vikings is of tall red-headed men, raping and pillaging their
way around the coast of Europe, stopping only to ransack monasteries and burn
longships. But the violent Vikings of the 8th century became the pious Christians of the
11th century, who gave gold crosses to Christian churches and in whose areas of rule
pagan idols were destroyed and churches were built. So how did this radical
transformation happen, and why? What difference did it make to the Vikings, and to
those around them, and what is their legacy today? This book takes a "global" look at
this key period in Viking history, exploring all the major areas of Viking settlement.
Written to be an accessible and engaging overview for the general reader.
Look out for the original series starring Katherine Langford coming soon to Netflix! The
Lady of the Lake is the true hero in this cinematic twist on the tale of King Arthur
created by Thomas Wheeler and legendary artist, producer, and director Frank Miller
(300, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, Sin City). Featuring 8 full-color and 30 blackPage 15/20
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and-white pieces of original artwork by Frank Miller. Whosoever wields the Sword of
Power shall be the one true King. But what if the Sword has chosen a Queen? Nimue
grew up an outcast. Her connection to dark magic made her something to be feared in
her Druid village, and that made her desperate to leave… That is, until her entire village
is slaughtered by Red Paladins, and Nimue’s fate is forever altered. Charged by her
dying mother to reunite an ancient sword with a legendary sorcerer, Nimue is now her
people’s only hope. Her mission leaves little room for revenge, but the growing power
within her can think of little else. Nimue teams up with a charming mercenary named
Arthur and refugee Fey Folk from across England. She wields a sword meant for the one
true king, battling paladins and the armies of a corrupt king. She struggles to unite her
people, avenge her family, and discover the truth about her destiny. But perhaps the
one thing that can change Destiny itself is found at the edge of a blade.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest
warriors. The first book in a new time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
When an outcast goes home and meets a woman seeking justice, hearts will clash…
Eighteen years ago, Bjorn was exiled from Vellefold. Honor-bound to return, he’ll fight
for the settlement…then walk away. First, he must work with his childhood friend, now a
beautiful, high-ranking Viking lady. Fierce of spirit, Ilsa will do anything to save her
people, including convincing the banished son to take the jarl’s seat. But she has her
doubts about the stone-hearted Viking, despite the lust between them. It’s only a matter
of time before Bjorn discovers that Ilsa is hiding dangerous secrets, secrets that may
jeopardize all they’ve worked for. When the darkest hour comes, the once-rejected
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warrior must choose: rescue his men, the Forgotten Sons—or Ilsa, the woman he craves,
body and soul. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance
Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book
is approximately 78,000 words
The Golden Wolf
Viking Academy: Viking Vow
From Odin to Christ
Raiders from the Sea
Viking Raiders

The epic and action packed third novel in Low’s Oathsworn series, charting the
adventures of Orm and his band of Viking brothers
The thrilling sequel to Monstrous Devices--Alex and his grandfather hold the fate of
history itself in their hands in a Rick Riordan meets Raiders of the Lost Ark adventure of
epic proportions! A few months ago, Alex's world changed...forever. Now, just when it
seems life is almost getting back to normal, Alex's grandfather crashes back into the
picture with grave news: their friend Harry has fallen into the clutches of a familiar foe,
and the old man needs Alex's help to rescue him. This time, the duo's desperate dash
across Europe leads from Paris deep into Germany's foreboding Black Forest, as they
chase down the mystery Harry had been investigating when he disappeared. A series of art
thefts has made headlines across the continent, but the thieves are after more than
priceless paintings. In the wrong hands, these stolen artifacts could unlock an ancient
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secret bigger than anything Alex ever dreamed of. If they can't solve the riddle in time,
innocent lives - and even history itself - could be at stake.
Book Three in the bestselling series from S.T. Bende. Saga Skånstad knows three things to
be true: (1) She’s trapped a thousand years in her past; (2) She’s in love with the heir to
the unconventional Valkyris clan; and (3) A vitriolic Viking is hunting her new family . . .
and he won’t back down until he’s claimed their entire world. With their enemies closing
in, Saga and Erik undertake the near-impossible task of raising an army strong enough to
defeat their fearsome foes. If they fail, it will mean the fall of Valkyris, the death of their
clansmen, and an era of unimaginable darkness. Saga will do anything to protect the home
she’s come to love . . . even if that means walking away from the greatest happiness she’s
ever known. Let the battle begin.
In one harrowing day, Viking raiders capture Bree and her brother Devin and take them
from their home in Ireland. After the young Viking prince Mikkel sets Devin free on the
Irish coast far from home, Bree and Devin embark on separate journeys to courage.
Readers will be captivated by the unfolding drama as Bree sails to Norway on the Viking
ship and Devin travels the dangerous road home. They both must trust their all-powerful
God in the midst of difficult situations.
Mohican Brave (Time Hunters, Book 11)
Pirate Mutiny (Time Hunters, Book 5)
The White Raven (The Oathsworn Series, Book 3)
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Knight Quest (Time Hunters, Book 2)
Viking Raiders (Time Hunters, Book 3)
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest
warriors. The fifth book in a new time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast Quest.
Raven and the Wolfpack have suffered. Good men have died, treasure has been lost.
But to Norsemen such as these there is something more valuable than silver: fame. For
fame is the saga-story that a warrior leaves behind when he dies. Now the Fellowship
sails in search of Constantinople, which they call Miklagard, for it is there that they hope
to find both riches and glory. It is a voyage that will lead them into unknown and
dangerous waters - from the barren, wind-whipped marshes of the Carmargue to the
crumbling walls and blood-drenched arenas of a decaying Rome, from brutal hand-tohand conflict, to vile treachery and betrayal.
Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt through time and battle history’s mightiest
warriors. The third book in a new time-travelling series – perfect for fans of Beast
Quest.
The Soviet Union won the Cold War. The Russians were a little smarter than they were
in our own world, and the United States was a little dumber and a lot less resolute.
Now, more than a century later, the world's gone Communist, and capitalism is a bad
word. For Gianfranco and his friend Annarita, a couple of teenagers growing up in
Milan, life in a heavily regimented, surveillance-rich command economy is just plain
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dreary. The eventual withering-away of the state doesn't look like it's going to happen
anytime soon. Annarita's a hard-working student and a member of the Young Socialists'
League. Gianfranco is a lot less motivated--but on the other hand, his father's a Party
apparatchik. The biggest excitement in their lives is a wargame shop called The
Gladiator, which runs tournaments, and stocks marvelous complex games you can't
find anywhere else. Then, abruptly, the shop is shut down. Someone's figured out that
The Gladiator's games are teaching counterrevolutionary capitalist principles. The
Security Police are searching high and low for the shop's proprietors, who've not only
vanished into thin air, but have left behind sets of fingerprints that aren't in the records
of any government on earth. Only one staffer is left: Gianfranco and Annarita's friend
Eduardo. He's on the run, and he comes to them in secret with an astonishing story:
he's a time trader from our own timeline, accidentally left behind when the store was
evacuated. The only way Eduardo can get home to his own timeline is if Gianfranco
and Annarita can help him reach one of the other time trader sites in this world - and
the Security Police will be on their tails all the way there...
Skraelings
The Hunters
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